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For several years, Transjoik has been
one of Norway’s most exciting bands.
The combination of yoik, ambient soundscapes and electronic jazz has given
them a highly recognizable identity
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Playing with genre, dreamily
Bewafá reviewed by Mode Steinkjer in Dagsavisen,
October 15. 2005
Frode Fjellheimʼs musical project, Transjoik, embraces an entire world
of its own on the new CD, ”Bewafá,” and it would surprise me if the
world didnʼt embrace it, too, when it comes out next week.
The encounter between Transjoikʼs ambient trance-punk from the
North Cape, and Sher Miandad, a relative of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, is
a rare forging of musical brotherhood: Sher Miandadʼs suggestive and
instinctive use of his voice goes hand in glove with Transjoikʼs equally
suggestive rhythms and melodic sound stream, and this, combined with
Frode Fjellheimʼs joik and guitarist/vocalist Nils-Olav Johansenʼs way
of using his voice like a cavalier in several songs, makes for an exciting
mix of the Nordic and the eastern.
”Bewafá” stands out as a high point in Transjoikʼs catalog so far, a
recording that further opens up their musical horizon. In expression,
it lies somewhere between intense and almost quiveringly explosive
“rock” and a dreamy, atmospheric act of playing with genre that swallows you up before you know it.

Transjoik Remix
Project EP 2002
Remixed by:
Transglobal Underground
DJ Mutamassik
Aki Nawaz/FunDaMental

Transjoik Meavraa
2000
the result is both dancey and
freaky.”TimeOut New York”
..stunning and surprising. Meavraa comes highly recommended. Richard di Santo “incursion
music review”
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